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Abstract
One of the characteristic features of today’s high per-
formance computing systems is a physically distributed
memory. Eﬃcient management of locality is essential
for meeting key performance requirements for these ar-
chitectures. The standard technique for dealing with
this issue has involved the extension of traditional se-
quential programming languages with explicit message-
passing, in the context of a processor-centric view of
parallel computation. This has resulted in complex and
error-prone assembly-style codes in which algorithms
and communication are inextricably interwoven.
This paper presents a high-level approach to the de-
sign and implementation of data distributions. Our
work is motivated by the need to improve the cur-
rent parallel programming methodology by introducing
a paradigm supporting the development of eﬃcient and
reusable parallel code. This approach is currently be-
ing implemented in the context of a new programming
language called Chapel, which is designed in the HPCS
project Cascade.
1 Introduction
A key feature of today’s high performance comput-
ing systems is a physically distributed memory, which
is common to all architectures on the Top500 list [16].
Eﬃcient management of locality is essential for these
machines. The standard technique for dealing with this
issue has involved the extension of traditional sequen-
tial programming languages such as Fortran, C, and
C++ with explicit message-passing, in the context of
a processor-centric view of parallel computation. This
has resulted in complex and error-prone programs in
which algorithms and communication are inextricably
interwoven.
The High Performance Fortran (HPF) family of lan-
guages proposed a higher-level programming paradigm
based on an abstract speciﬁcation of data distribution
by the programmer while delegating the generation of
explicit message passing code to the compiler/runtime
system. This approach presented a major step towards
more expressive parallel languages, but has not, for a
variety of reasons, been broadly accepted by the user
community. However, it has deeply inﬂuenced later re-
search, including the work presented in this paper. We
describe the design of a powerful facility for deﬁning
new data distributions in the context of the Chapel
programming language [3, 8]. User-deﬁned distribu-
tions increase the power of the underlying language
similar to the way function deﬁnitions raise the op-
erational level of a programming language: new data
distributions can be generated as ﬁrst-class objects in
a language-provided framework, placed in a library,
passed to functions, and reused in array declarations.
In the simplest case, the speciﬁcation of a new distri-
bution can consist of just a few lines of code to deﬁne a
mapping from global indices to memory; in contrast, a
sophisticated user (or distribution writer) can control
the internal representation and layout of data to an
almost arbitrary degree, allowing even the expression
of auxiliary structures typically used for distributed
sparse matrix data.
Our goal is to provide maximum ﬂexibility to
the programmer when distributing data collections
across locales (units of uniform memory access), while
enabling compiler transformations and optimizations
that deal with low-level details of distribution man-
agement such as explicit distinction between local and
remote accesses and generation of communication and
synchronization. The programmer retains control of
the higher-level aspects of data distribution: the spe-
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ciﬁc challenge for the design of the relevant language
features is to come up with a set of primitives and
interfaces which establish a productive communication
between programmer intentions and compiler trans-
formations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After
summarizing related research eﬀorts and their relation-
ship to our work in Section 2 we establish the concep-
tual foundation for the discussion of distributions in
Section 3. The following Section 4 shows how distri-
butions can be deﬁned and used in Chapel, illustrating
the our framework for specifying new distributions with
a set of simple examples. Finally, Section 5 states the
main conclusion of our paper and summarizes future
directions of research.
2 Related Work
Our work builds on research performed by many
groups over the past decades. IVTRAN [22], developed
for the SIMD architecture ILLIAC IV, was an early lan-
guage providing high-level control of data distributions.
With the advance of distributed-memory systems in
the 1980s, a new class of data-parallel languages was
explored. In such languages the large data structures
in an application are laid out across the memories of
a distributed-memory parallel machine. The subcom-
ponents of these distributed data structures can then
be operated upon in parallel on all processors. Kali
[21] was the ﬁrst language to introduce distribution
declarations in the context of distributed-memory ar-
chitectures, together with a simple mechanism for user-
deﬁned distributions. Fortran D [14], Vienna Fortran
[5], and Connection Machine Fortran [1], the major pre-
decessors of the High Performance Fortran [15] eﬀort,
all oﬀered facilities for combining multi-dimensional ar-
ray declarations with the speciﬁcation of a data distri-
bution or alignment. Several other academic as well
as commercial projects also contributed to the under-
standing necessary for the development of data parallel
languages and the required compilation technology.
These languages largely relied on a set of built-
in mechanisms, such as regular block and block-cyclic
distributions, as well as limited features for irregu-
lar distributions, such as general block and indirect.
The Vienna Fortran language speciﬁcation [18] intro-
duced a capability for user-deﬁned mappings from For-
tran arrays to a set of abstract processors, and for
user-deﬁned alignments between arrays. Distribution
classes more general than the standard distributions
mentioned above include the Kelp library [13] and the
generalized multipartitioning scheme implemented in
Rice University’s dHPF compiler [9]. More recently,
High Performance Java [20] and a number of parallel
Matlab versions [7] have extended their base languages
with high-level distribution speciﬁcations.
Object-oriented language extensions and systems
such as ICC++ [6] and pC++ [2] wrap distributions
and data into classes and collections with overridable
behavior to account for reuse and gain ﬂexibility. This
represents signiﬁcant progress with respect to produc-
tivity, but no advance regarding the speciﬁcation and
eﬃcient utilization of distributions. Distributions are
either restricted to a set of built-in types, or are speci-
ﬁed via restrictive mechanisms (e.g., in ICC++ a map
ﬁle which is a sequence of integer indices along with
virtual processor numbers needs to be supplied man-
ually). Charm++ [19] lets the runtime system decide
how to map objects to processors such as to ensure
load-balance.
Recent language developments include the emerg-
ing class of partitioned global array (PGAS) languages,
such as CoArray Fortran [10], Uniﬁed Parallel C [17],
and Titanium [24]. These languages provide stan-
dard distributions but still require the user to explicitly
control communication in the context of a processor-
centric programming model. Thus they represent an
advance with regard to the MPI-based programming
paradigm, but do not target a broader productivity
impact along the lines of the Chapel approach.
Closer to the goals represented by Chapel are two
languages developed along with Chapel in DARPA’s
High Productivity Computing Systems (HPCS) pro-
gram: X10, designed in the PERCS project led by
IBM [12, 23], and Fortress [11], developed at SUN
Microsystems. Both languages use the HPF-inspired
approach of providing explicit data distribution decla-
rations.
A key diﬀerence between the language work reported
above and our research is that we do not study new
partitioning strategies for inclusion into a set of dis-
tributions oﬀered by the language. There is no con-
cept of built-in distribution in Chapel: we provide a
general method for allowing novel distributions to be
expressed without modifying the compiler. A prede-
ﬁned generic distribution type can be customized by
the programmer to express speciﬁc needs of the ap-
plication, algorithms, or data access patterns. This is
supported by a standard interface that establishes the
protocol of communication between user intentions and
compiler transformations. Such ﬂexibility increases the
control a programmer has over eﬃcient program execu-
tion while promoting software productivity via object-
oriented reuse, type parameterization, and composi-
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tion.
3 Conceptual Framework
In this section we provide a conceptual framework
for distributions in Chapel, which we use throughout
the paper for the speciﬁcation of their high-level se-
mantics. The lower-level mechanisms provided in the
language for controlling the layout of distributed data
will later, in Section 4.1, lead to a reﬁnement of this
framework.
3.1 The Chapel Abstract Machine
The Chapel Abstract Machine contains a memory
component and a processing component. Each execu-
tion of a Chapel program on the abstract machine is as-
sociated with a region of its memory component, called
the execution locale set, and an unbounded, dynami-
cally managed set of threads in the processing compo-
nent.
The execution locale set is a non-empty ﬁnite set
of identical locales determined at the time program
execution begins. Locales are units of uniform mem-
ory access to which data and threads can be mapped.
Accesses of a thread to data are called local if thread
and data are mapped to the same locale, else remote.
In terms of performance metrics, a local access is as-
sumed to incur less overhead than a remote access.
Our distribution model handles the program-
controlled mapping of data and threads to locales,
and in addition allows the speciﬁcation of the locale-
internal layout of data.
3.2 Domains
Domains represent a central element of Chapel, link-
ing index sets, distributions, arrays, and iterators.
They generalize features present in other languages,
such as HPF’s templates [15] and ZPL’s regions [4].
Speciﬁcally, a domain is a ﬁrst-class entity, whose
principal aspects are:
• An index set, which is a ﬁnite set of names for
identifying components of arrays. The index set
of a domain can be a Cartesian product of inte-
ger intervals as in Fortran 90, in which case the
domain is referred to as arithmetic. However, in-
dex sets in Chapel can be much more general and
may include virtually every set in which an equal-
ity relation is deﬁned, such as instances of a class
representing nodes in an unstructured grid. While
arithmetic domains are considered to be usually
invariant over signiﬁcant portions of a program
(with controlled redeﬁnition of their index sets al-
lowed via special statements), indeﬁnite domains
provide for a dynamic manipulation of a domain’s
index set by allowing the insertion or removal of
individual indices at any time during the execu-
tion of an algorithm. The regular and semi-static
character of arithmetic domains furthers the gen-
eration of highly eﬃcient target code for accesses
to arrays associated with such domains, whereas
indeﬁnite domains oﬀer a higher degree of ﬂexibil-
ity to the user.
• A distribution, which speciﬁes a global mapping
from the domain’s index set to locales in the exe-
cution locale set, as well as the local arrangement
of indices and data within locales.
• A set of associated arrays, which are mappings
from the domain’s index set to component vari-
ables of a given type. Arrays are allocated ac-
cording to the domain’s distribution. Due to the
generality of index sets and types in Chapel the
notion of an array is a more powerful concept than
its counterparts in traditional languages.
• Iterators, which are functions deﬁned over the in-
dex set of a domain, can be used to control the
execution of sequential and parallel loops.
While every domain has a well-deﬁned index set at
any time of its existence, its other components are op-
tional. For example, a domain used only for access-
ing locales in a program may have the index set as
its sole component. However, this singular case is of
little interest; the major focus of this paper is on the
association of domains with arrays, the distribution of
domains and their arrays, and the eﬃcient access to
array elements.
3.3 Index Mappings
This section introduces a class of functions deﬁned
over ﬁnite, non-empty sets. We use them primarily
for modeling mappings involving index sets of domains.
Deﬁnition: Let X, Y denote ﬁnite, non-empty sets.
1. An index mapping from X to Y is a total func-
tion mapping X to the powerset, P(Y ), of Y .
2. f is called proper iﬀ f(x) = φ for all x ∈ X.
3. For a proper index mapping, f , from X to Y , the
set
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f(X) := {y ∈ Y | ∃x ∈ X : y ∈ f(x)}
is called the image of X under f .
4. Given a proper index mapping, f , from X to Y ,
the inverse mapping, f−1, is the inverse of the
relation in X × Y deﬁned by f : for all y ∈ Y :
f−1(y) := {x ∈ X | y ∈ f(x)}.
5. A proper index mapping is called replication-
free iﬀ
| f(x) |= 1 for all x ∈ X. Such a function will
be interpreted as a total mapping, f : X → Y . If
it is surjective, then f−1 deﬁnes a partition of X
in the mathematical sense, where all elements of
X mapped to the same y ∈ Y belong to the same
equivalence class.
3.4 Data Distribution for Domains and
Arrays
A data distribution is deﬁned for a domain, whose
index set is being distributed, and a subset of the exe-
cution locale set, which serves as the target of the dis-
tribution. The core components of a distribution are
two functions referred to as the global mapping and the
layout, both of which are deﬁned over the domain’s in-
dex set. The global mapping is an index mapping from
the domain’s index set to the target locales, while the
layout maps indices to locations of the locale associ-
ated with them via the global mapping, thus allowing
the speciﬁcation of locale-internal data arrangements.
The global mapping is the primary component of a
distribution and must be explicitly speciﬁed any time
a distribution is deﬁned. In contrast, the speciﬁcation
of the layout may be left to the system, which provides
a default layout for any global mapping. Explicit spec-
iﬁcation of the layout is required if sophisticated data
representation strategies are to be applied, which are
beyond the reach of automatic methods, such as for
distributed sparse data structures. In such a case, the
layout speciﬁcation allows virtually complete control
over the locale-internal allocation policy. This capabil-
ity can provide a signiﬁcant performance gain in situa-
tions, where there is a strong correlation between data
access patterns and internal data structures reﬂecting
properties of an application that cannot be automati-
cally recognized by the compiler.
The data distribution deﬁned for a domain is applied
to all arrays associated with the domain and controls
their allocation in memory.
3.4.1 Global Mapping
The global mapping of a domain to a set of target lo-
cales results in subsets of domain indices being associ-
ated with each target locale. In the following deﬁnition
we assume a domain D with index set I, which is dis-
tributed to a non-empty subset, LOC, of the execution
locale set.
Deﬁnition:
1. The global mapping, δ, of a data distribution
for D is a proper index mapping from I to LOC.
2. D is called the source domain of the distribution.
3. LOC is called the target locale set; its domain
is called the target domain.
4. The inverse, δ−1, of the global mapping is called
the ownership function.
5. Given loc ∈ LOC, δ−1(loc) is called the distribu-
tion segment of loc under the global map δ.
The distribution segment of a locale loc under the
global map δ speciﬁes the set of all indices in the source
domain, I, which are mapped to loc via δ. The image,
δ(I), of I under δ is called the actual target locale
set for the distribution. This must be a non-empty set.
δ(I) may be a proper subset of LOC; in that case there
exist empty distribution segments.
In general, diﬀerent distribution segments may con-
tain identical elements. However, if the global mapping
is replication-free, then the distribution segments asso-
ciated with the actual target locale set are pairwise
disjoint and constitute a partition of I.
Let A denote an array associated with domain D.
Then the mapping i → δ(i) for all i ∈ I determines the
set of all locales on which the array component variable
A(i), i ∈ I, is to be allocated. For every loc in the
actual target locale set, δ(I), the local array segment
of loc for A is the representation of the portion of A,
A(δ−1(loc)), which is associated with the distribution
segment of loc. The way in which data are stored in
the local array segment is determined by the layout and
the array’s element type.
In many cases of interest, the global mapping of a
distribution is replication-free. However, there are in-
stances where the mapping to a powerset is required.
An example is the replication of a “small” data struc-
ture (such as a scalar) to all locales: δ(i) = LOC for
all i ∈ I. In this as well as in related cases, the de-
cision to replicate is motivated by the goal to reduce
communication latency and bandwidth requirements.
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3.4.2 Layout
The layout of a data distribution speciﬁes the locale-
internal representation of distribution segments and
array data in the context of a global mapping. Related
functions include methods for accessing data and
iterating over index sets. A more detailed discussion
of the interface presented to the user for specifying
layout will be found in Section 4.1. Here we introduce
one basic function, which we call the layout mapping:
Deﬁnition: Let D and I be given as above, and δ
denote a global mapping. The layout mapping of a
data distribution is an index mapping, λ, from I to
the set of indices 1 in the locale determined by the
global mapping.
For any array A and index i ∈ I, δ(i) and λ(i) are
the key components determining the location in which
element A(i) is stored.
4 Use and Deﬁnition of Distributions
in Chapel
const n1 = 1000000;
· · ·
const D1C : domain ( 1 ) distributed (MyC( ) )
= [ 1 . . n1 ] ;
const D1B : domain ( 1 ) distributed (MyB( ) )
on Loca l e s ( 1 . . num\ l o c a l e s /10 )= [1 . . n1 ] ;
var A1 : [ D1C ] f loat ;
var A2 : [ D1B ] f loat ;
· · ·
Assuming a distribution to be given, it can be ap-
plied in a way similar to that in HPF-style languages,
except that distributions in Chapel are bound to do-
mains, and all arrays associated with a domain inherit
the index set and distribution of the domain. The fol-
lowing code illustrates these relationships with a simple
example:
const n1 = 1000000;
· · ·
const D1C : domain ( 1 ) distributed (MyC( ) )
= [ 1 . . n1 ] ;
const D1B : domain ( 1 ) distributed (MyB( ) )
on Loca l e s ( 1 . . num\ l o c a l e s /10 )= [1 . . n1 ] ;
var A1 : [ D1C ] f loat ;
1In this context, we speak informally of locations.
var A2 : [ D1B ] f loat ;
· · ·
We assume that MyC and MyB are distribution classes
deﬁned elsewhere. D1C and D1B are declared as invari-
ant arithmetic domains of rank 1, with identical index
sets deﬁned as the set of all integers in the interval
1..1000000. D1C is distributed using an instance of the
distribution class MyC. As we will see below, this repre-
sents a cyclic distribution. By default the target locale
set of this distribution is the full execution locale set.
D1B is distributed using an instance of the distribu-
tion class MyB, which will later be deﬁned as a block
distribution. In contrast to D1C, only the ﬁrst 10%
of locales in the execution locale set (which is repre-
sented by the predeﬁned variable Locales) are used as
target locales in this case. Finally, A1 and A2 are arrays
of ﬂoating point numbers whose index sets and distri-
butions are respectively determined by the associated
domains D1C and D2C.
Usually, standard distribution classes such as those rep-
resented by MyC and MyB will be deﬁned as part of a
distribution library. In the simplest case, such deﬁni-
tions could be speciﬁed as shown bellow:
class MyC: D i s t r i bu t i on {
const n t l : integer ;
function map( i : index ( source ) ) : locale
{return Loca l e s (mod( i −1, n t l )+1);}
iterator Di s tS eg I t e r a t o r
( l o c : index ( t a r g e t ) ) : index ( source ) {
const N: integer = getSource ( ) . extent ;
const k : integer = locale \ i ndex ( l o c ) ;
for i in k . .N by n t l { yield ( i ) ; }
}
function GetDistr ibut ionSegment
( l o c : index ( t a r g e t ) ) : Domain {
const N: integer = getSource ( ) . extent ;
const k : integer = locale \ i ndex ( l o c ) ;
return ( k . .N by n t l )
}
}
class MyB: D i s t r i bu t i on {
const bl=. . . ;
/∗ g l o b a l map f o r a s imp l i f i e d r e gu l a r
b l o c k d i s t r i b u t i o n wi th b l o c k
l e n g t h b l : ∗/
function map( i : index ( source ) ) : locale
{return Loca l e s ( c e i l ( i / b l ) ) ; }
· · ·
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}
Assume num locales=1000. The distribution classes
MyC and MyB are both introduced as subclasses of the
base class Distribution. MyC can be used to dis-
tribute one-dimensional arithmetic domains cyclically,
while MyB represents a regular one-dimensional block
distribution. For MyC, the global mapping function,
map, deﬁnes a replication-free mapping from each in-
dex i ∈ 1..n1 to the locale Locales(mod(i-1,ntl)+1).
For example, assuming that the number of locales is
given as ntl=1000, index 876543 is mapped to locale
Locales(543), whose distribution segment is given as
δ−1(543) := {i | i = 543 + j ∗ 1000, for all j such that
0 ≤ j ≤ 999}
Subsequent calls of the iterator DistSegIterator yield
the indices belonging to a locale, loc, while the func-
tion
GetDistributionSegment determines the associated
set of all indices.
Similarly, the distribution of D1B is speciﬁed by an
instance of MyB and evaluated in the context of the
target locale set Locales(1..100). The global mapping
function in this case determines the block length, bl,
as bl=1000000/100, yielding the value 10000, and re-
sulting in the mapping
δ(i) := 	 i10000
 for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 1000000
The distribution segments are given as
δ−1(loc) := i | (loc− 1) ∗ bl + 1..loc ∗ bl for all locales
Locales(loc); 1 ≤ loc ≤ 100.
4.1 User-Deﬁned Speciﬁcation of Distri-
butions
The Chapel programmer does not necessarily need
insight into the inner workings of a distribution. As
long as the functionality provided by predeﬁned distri-
butions is suﬃcient, the programmer only needs knowl-
edge of the interfaces to these distributions (which
must be contained in a library) and guidance for their
eﬀective use in view of the array declarations in the
program and the related access patterns in algorithms.
In this section we provide an overview of the inter-
face and the methodology for the speciﬁcation of user-
deﬁned distributions. In a sense, these features can be
considered to be at a lower level of abstraction than
the rest of the Chapel language since their implemen-
tation interacts directly with relevant properties of the
hardware architectures on which Chapel programs will
run. Speciﬁcally, the locality properties of a program
execution and the required communication depend on
the access patterns to arrays and the distributions of
their domains. We can think of specialized distribution
writers (which of course can be the application devel-
opers themselves) being in charge of developing sophis-
ticated distribution libraries that reﬂect properties of
applications.
We begin by explaining the interface of the distribu-
tion framework in Section 4.1.1. As already discussed,
distributions can be essentially speciﬁed at two levels,
one of which deals only with the global mapping while
the other uses in addition an explicit layout to control
in detail the arrangement of data at the locale-internal
level. In the simplest case, the user is only required to
specify the global mapping, while the system provides
by default all functionality required for the allocation
and management of distributions and distributed ar-
rays. MyB, in the example introduced above, illustrates
this option.
4.1.1 Main Classes
The distribution framework provides the distribution
writer with tools for supplying application-speciﬁc
functionality to the compiler and runtime system via a
set of predeﬁned public base classes with an overridable
interface.
The base classes involved include Domain,
Distribution, and LocalSegment, which are shown
in the following code excerpt together with public
methods:
class Domain {
iterator for ( ) : IndexType ;
iterator fora l l ( ) : IndexType ;
function GetDi s t r ibut ion ( ) : D i s t r i bu t i on ;
/∗ the func t i on GetParent y i e l d s the
parent i f the g iven domain i s a
subdomain , and n i l e l s e : ∗/
function GetParent ( ) : Domain ;
function extent ( ) : integer ;
}
class Di s t r i bu t i on {
function getSource ( ) : Domain ;
function getTargetDomain ( ) :Domain ;
function getTargetLoca l e s ( ) : [ t a r g e t ] locale ;
function map( i : index ( source ) ) : locale ;
iterator Di s tS eg I t e r a t o r ( l o c : index ( t a r g e t ) ) :
index ( source ) ) ;
function GetDistr ibut ionSegment
( l o c : index ( t a r g e t ) ) :Domain ;
}
class LocalSegment : Domain {
function getLoca l e ( ) : locale ;
/∗ l o c a l e a s s o c i a t e d wi th an ins tance
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o f t h i s c l a s s ∗/
var LocalDomain : Domain ;
/∗ l o c a l data domain ∗/
function l ayout ( i : index ( source ) ) :
index ( LocalDomain ) ;
}
We provide here only a reduced list focusing on the
main functionality required in this section, and omit-
ting details that will be used and explained in ex-
amples. For example, an arithmetic domain provides
methods that determine the extent of its index set, and
for each of its dimensions the lower and upper bounds.
The Domain class supports the built-in features
for domains in the language. The core compo-
nent of the framework is the Distribution base
class. Any user-deﬁned distribution class is a sub-
class of Distribution. The getSource method yields
the source domain of the distribution, while the
getTargetDomain and
getTargetLocales methods respectively yield the
target domain and the target locale set. The
map method represents the global mapping from
source indices to target locales. The iterator
DistSegIterator(loc) produces the elements in the
distribution segment associated with locale loc, as
a sequence of source domain indices. Finally, the
function GetDistributionSegment, applied to a locale
loc, yields the domain associated with the distribution
segment of loc.
The global mapping is the only method that
must be always speciﬁed by the distribution writer
when specifying a new distribution. The system
provides default versions of DistSegIterator and
GetDistributionSegment by automatically inverting
the map function. These potentially expensive compu-
tations can be overridden by the user, as illustrated in
one of our examples.
The LocalSegment class, a subclass of Domain, is a
predeﬁned class that provides a default representation
of distributions and associated array data in locales. A
separate instance of this class is created on every locale
in the target locale set of a distribution. This class can
be overridden if the user wants explicit control of either
mechanism.
The function getLocale yields the locale for a spe-
ciﬁc instance of
LocalSegment. Let loc denote such a locale: we
discuss the properties of the particular instance of
LocalSegment for this locale. The value of the public
variable LocalDomain is the domain for the represen-
tation of local array data in locale loc. Each array
associated with the source domain of the distribution
is represented in locale loc by a separate array over
the domain LocalDomain. As illustrated in the sparse
matrix example in Section 4.1.2, the user may need to
generate a set of persistent auxiliary data structures
in each locale to support an eﬃcient representation of
the distribution and the mapping from global to locale-
internal indices. Finally, the layout function maps a
global source index (that in the given context can be
assumed to be in the distribution segment associated
with loc) to the associated index in LocalDomain.
4.1.2 Distributed Sparse Data Structures
In terms of building the distribution, the generation of
a sparse structure diﬀers from that of a dense domain
in at least the following points:
• It is necessary to deal with two domains and their
interrelationship: the algorithm writer formulates
the program based on the original dense domain,
i.e., indexing data collections in the same way as
if they were dense. In contrast, the actual repre-
sentation of the data and the implementation of
the algorithm are based on the sparse subdomain
of the dense domain.
• In many approaches used in practice, the distribu-
tion is determined in two steps:
1. First, the dense domain is distributed, i.e.,
a mapping is deﬁned for all indices of that
domain, including the ones associated with
zeroes. In general, this will result in an irreg-
ular partition, reﬂecting the sparsity pattern
and communication considerations.
2. Secondly, the resulting local segments are
represented using a sparse format, such as
CRS (compressed row storage).
The approach for user-deﬁned distributions in
Chapel presented so far is powerful enough to deal with
this problem. For example, the required auxiliary data
structures, such as the data, row, and column vectors in
a compressed row storage (CRS) representation of dis-
tribution segments can be declared as persistent data
structures that can be accessed by the layout function
and iterators. Due to space limits details cannot be
discussed in this paper.
5 Conclusion and Future Research
We have presented the design and implementation
of language constructs and interfaces for user-deﬁned
distributions in Chapel, an explicitly parallel program-
ming language. Our work is motivated by the need to
provide better language and system support for pro-
ductively writing parallel programs.
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Our work exploits powerful Chapel concepts such as
domains, generalized arrays, and iterators as well as the
capability to distribute domains and their associated
arrays across locales. The user-deﬁned speciﬁcation of
a distribution includes a global mapping of indices to
locales, and can, in addition, control the on-locale lay-
out reﬂecting special allocation policies. Such alloca-
tion requirements can be expressed through a special-
ization of the LocalSegment class. The compiler auto-
matically transforms locality-aware Chapel code into
explicitly distributed code. We believe that the re-
sulting programming model is systematic and concise,
enabling reuse and high productivity. We also believe
that the systematic exposure of distribution aspects to
the programmer results in increased potential runtime
eﬃciency and enables code optimizations.
A number of issues relevant in the context of dis-
tributions have not been discussed in this paper due
to space and time limitations. These include the ca-
pability of user-deﬁned distributions to specify general
alignments, and the full speciﬁcation of user-deﬁned
halos. There are also some areas in which research is
currently in progress, including the eﬃcient manage-
ment of distributions under a set of domain operations
deﬁned in the language, the optimization of runtime
support for the dynamic management of distributions
and the dynamic optimization of communication for
irregular problems.
The implementation of the language features de-
scribed in this paper is currently underway. The pre-
sentation of the paper will include performance results
of the Chapel distribution features, and comparisons
with corresponding solutions based on the message-
passing approach.
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